
WHY CHEAP SHAMPOO COSTS MORE
what Pantene & Suave don’t want you to know

Here’s what you need to know:
Cheap shampoos and rinses are FULL of wax! That’s why Zooey Deschanel’s hair looks 
so glossy (and the fact that she uses professional products in real life). Repeat after 
me, “Wax is BAD for your hair because it builds up and coats each strand with a layer 
of gunk that is hard to clean and challenging to color.” Besides that, build up makes 
your hair heavy and hard to style. You’ll find your hair gets flat and greasy fast - which 
means you’ll shampoo more often. That’s a problem because...

Cheap shampoos are FULL of salt! That’s right. Salt is cheap so it makes a great filler. 
Those big honkin Pantene bottles only look like you’re getting a ton of product. But in 
fact, you’re getting a boat-load of salt. Unfortunately SALT DRIES YOUR HAIR RIGHT UP! 
Hello split ends. Hello washed-out color. This will cost you MORE money because you’ll 
need to see me frequently to fix those dead ends and drained color.

Because cheap shampoos are loaded with fillers and wax, you need to use a  
GARGANTUAN amount of product to get your hair clean or a comb through it. With 
high quality products, you’ll use a teensy bit at a time, so a $25 bottle of shampoo will 
outlast your four big-ass bottles of Pantene.  I totally understand the need to live within 
ones means, so I’m not suggesting you break the bank for shampoo. 

what’s a budget conscious girl to do?
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Don’t worry. I’m going to help you select your hair care with the same thoughtfulness and 
expertise as an aesthetician would help you select the right products for your skin. And what’s 
more - EVERYTHING IS 100% GUARANTEED! So... if you use your products for a week and don’t 
totally love them, bring them back and we’ll try something new. No questions asked.

If you insist on buying products from Target or CVS, I have one request: 
stick with TRESemmé. It’s the least of all the evils. But DO NOT be fooled by the “high end” 
products you see on the shelves. OH LORDY don’t get me started. Those products are EXPIRED! 
Plus, unlike the products I offer, drug store hair care is not guaranteed.

It’s important to me that you LOVE YOUR HAIR - so let me know if you have any questions:)




